Partner story

INCREASE YOUR
COMPETITIVENESS WITH
PROGRESSUS
About Elbek & Vejrup
▪ Consultants within business optimization
and digitization based on standard
software solutions, which are developed
and implemented for several different
industries.
▪ Authorized reseller of a wide range of IT
products that are fully integrated with
Dynamics 365 Business Central.
▪ 150 employees at 6 locations in Denmark.

What was the challenge that needed to be addressed?

▪ Have worked with over 2000 companies
and organizations.

We felt a need to prepare, upgrade and position ourselves for the future when it came to having the
best offer possible within project resource (PSA) and financial management (ERP).
The challenge was that the most common set-up for companies today is having separate solutions for
PSA and ERP and trying to get them to function together as a cohesive process. However, the fact is
that it does not hold from an ERP perspective since it will still require many manual steps that will
corrupt the process and become a headache that requires a lot of manual application.

Why was the Progressus-solution chosen?
Elbek & Vejrup has for many years worked with PSA solutions, and our assessment was that the
Progressus solution was the best choice for our customers. The Progressus solution met all the
advanced requirements that we had re. an integrated PSA/ERP-solution. Also, it is an app that is
developed together with Microsoft which not only brings credibility, but also provides us with
confidence and security.
Together with Progressus Europe's competence and support on a local basis were we able to
significantly upgrade this business area and can now provide our clients with a best-in-class offer.

“Elbek & Vejrup create value through IT
for our customers and the Progressus PSA
solution is a perfect example of this by
helping its’ users to streamline and
simplify the administrative work so they
can focus on creating profitable business.
We have aided many customers to gain
significant benefits with the
implementation of Progressus PSA.”

Jesper Stjerndrup Nielsen

Team leader & Senior Consultant |
Elbek & Vejrup

